99 chevy blazer fuel pump

For more information go to DriveMotive fuel pumps deliver the right amount of fuel for all loads
and speeds. Built to last and engineered for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel pumps are
ready to restore smooth performance and superior efficiency to your en Made in some of the
industry's most sophisticated facilities and backed by years of OE expertise, Delphi OE
replacement fuel pumps are guaranteed to deliver outstanding pump ability and generate
excellent pressure using less elec Great fit, efficient performance, and robust style are the
defining characteristics of Airtex's original equipment equivalent fuel pump. This replacement
item is thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
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When picking a reliable brand name for your intake system's fuel pump, trust Airtex. Dec 14,
Blazers runs better then ever with the new pump. Thedude Thedude Purchased on Nov 30, Sep
28, Very satisfied. Happy with the delivery time and the fuel pump. I'm back on the road. Lori
Sidwell. Purchased on Sep 08, Jun 19, Works great. Darin Fritz. Purchased on May 29, Show
More. Helpful Automotive Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated
into the PCM. Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate
categories: crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair
instructions and recommended safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump.
Perform a thorough diagnosis to ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1:
Check whether the problem is fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence.
All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure.
Accessibility Statement. The fuel system in your Chevy S Blazer consists of an in-tank fuel
pump, fuel injectors and an on-board computer. By isolating each component and testing
separately from the other parts, the cause of failures can easily be found. Each component
should be tested for electrical function, as well as mechanical function, before deciding if the
part is faulty. Several relatively inexpensive pieces of test equipment are required, and they are
all available at most auto parts stores. Locate the fuel pressure test port on the fuel rail that
supplies fuel to the injectors. Remove the black plastic dust cap from the test port. Screw the
fuel pressure tester onto the test port. Cycle the ignition key from the "Off" position to the
"Run" position then back to the "Off" position three times. Turn the key to the "Run" position
and observe the pressure indicated on the pressure tester. For a Chevy S Blazer, the correct
fuel pressure is between 55 and 62 PSI with the engine off and the key in the "Run" position. If it
is low, replace the fuel pump. If it registers 0 PSI, proceed to the next step. Test for power at the
fuel pump by probing the gray wire at the fuel pump electrical connector located on the frame
just behind the fuel tank. With the power clips on the tester attached to the battery, push the
probe end of the tester into the gray wire. Have an assistant turn the key to the "Start" position.
There should be power indicated on the gray wire. If it is and the fuel pressure is 0, replace the
fuel pump. If power is not indicated on the gray wire, proceed to the next step. Remove the fuel
pump relay located in the under-hood fuse block near the battery. Turn the key to the "Run"
position and touch the probe end of the circuit tester to each of the terminals. Two of the
terminals will indicate power is present, and one will indicate ground is present. The fourth one
should indicate ground is present when the key is turned to the "Start" position. If no ground is
indicated when the key is in the "Start" position, replace the on-board computer. If ground is
indicated, replace the relay. Unplug one of the electrical connectors from a fuel injector and
insert a fuel injector test light noid light into the connector. Turn the key to the "Start" position
and observe the light. It should flash when the engine is cranked. If the noid light doesn't flash,
replace the ignition module. If the noid light flashes, proceed to the next step. Use a mechanic's
stethoscope to listen for a clicking sound coming from the injectors when the engine is
cranked. A clicking sound is normal and happens when the solenoid closes in the injector.
Replace the injector if it doesn't click. Lee Sallings is a freelance writer from Fort Worth, Texas.
Specializing in website content and design for the automobile enthusiast, he also has many
years of experience in the auto repair industry. He began his writing career developing and
teaching automotive technical training programs. Step 1 Locate the fuel pressure test port on
the fuel rail that supplies fuel to the injectors. Step 2 Turn the key to the "Run" position and
observe the pressure indicated on the pressure tester. Step 3 Test for power at the fuel pump by
probing the gray wire at the fuel pump electrical connector located on the frame just behind the
fuel tank. Step 4 Remove the fuel pump relay located in the under-hood fuse block near the
battery. Step 5 Unplug one of the electrical connectors from a fuel injector and insert a fuel

injector test light noid light into the connector. The fuel pump on your Chevrolet Blazer, located
inside the tank, uses high pressure to deliver fuel to the fuel injection system. You can easily
replace this particular fuel pump because the pump, sending unit and strainer are all contained
within one system. The first sign that your fuel pump may need replacing occurs when your
Blazer begins to slow down and sputter significantly with a full tank. If the condition does not
improve after you first change your fuel filter, you must replace your fuel pump. Open the hood,
open the fuse panel located under the hood and remove the fuse for the fuel pump using your
hands. See your owner's manual for the exact location of this particular fuse. Depressurize the
fuel system by starting the truck and letting it run until it dies, then reinsert the fuse. Raise the
truck with a jack, place jack stands under the frame rails at the rear of the truck and lower the
jack until the truck rests on the jack stands. Remove the nut from the spare tire rack beneath
the truck using a ratchet and socket, and remove the spare tire. Place a jack beneath the fuel
tank, and raise the jack until it sits flush with the bottom of the tank. Unbolt the holding straps
from the tank using a ratchet and socket. Check to ensure the jack is holding the tank securely.
Remove the wiring connections on the upper side of the tank by lifting each wire tab with your
hands and pulling it away from its connector. Remove the fuel lines by following the same
procedure. Unscrew the hose clamp from the fill hose at the back of the tank with a screwdriver,
and pull it off with your hands. Lower the tank with the jack, and gently slide the tank from
under the truck. Loosen the retainer ring from the top of the tank by gently tapping it with a
hammer and punch in a counterclockwise fashion. Remove the O-ring in the retaining ring.
Replace it with a new O-ring, which should have come with your new fuel pump assembly kit.
Secure the fuel pump assembly by tapping the the retaining ring with a hammer and punch in a
clockwise fashion until tight. Put the tank back on the jack, slide the jack under the truck and lift
the tank with the jack to just a few inches from the top. Reconnect the wires and fuel lines by
pushing their individual connectors together with your hands. Reconnect the fill hose to the
back of the tank, and tighten the hose clamp with a screwdriver. Raise the tank to the top with
the jack, and reinsert and screw in the holding straps with a screwdriver. Raise the rear of the
truck with the jack, remove the jack stands and lower the truck with the jack. Eric W. Thompson
began his writing career in and is now a member of the All-USA Academic Team, having been
featured in "USA Today" as one of the top 20 community college students in the country. He is
currently taking a break from earning an undergraduate degree in contemplative psychology at
Naropa University. Step 1 Open the hood, open the fuse panel located under the hood and
remove the fuse for the fuel pump using your hands. Step 2 Depressurize the fuel system by
starting the truck and letting it run until it dies, then reinsert the fuse. Step 3 Disconnect the
battery using a ratchet and socket. Step 4 Siphon the gas from the tank using a siphoning kit.
Step 5 Raise the truck with a jack, place jack stands under the frame rails at the rear of the truck
and lower the jack until the truck rests on the jack stands. Step 6 Remove the nut from the spare
tire rack beneath the truck using a ratchet and socket, and remove the spare tire. Step 7 Place a
jack beneath the fuel tank, and raise the jack until it sits flush with the bottom of the tank. Step 8
Unbolt the holding straps from the tank using a ratchet and socket. Step 9 Remove the wiring
connections on the upper side of the tank by lifting each wire tab with your hands and pulling it
away from its connector. Step 10 Unscrew the hose clamp from the fill hose at the back of the
tank with a screwdriver, and pull it off with your hands. Step 11 Lower the tank with the jack,
and gently slide the tank from under the truck. Step 12 Loosen the retainer ring from the top of
the tank by gently tapping it with a hammer and punch in a counterclockwise fashion. Step 13
Reach in and remove the fuel pump assembly from the tank with your hands. Step 14 Remove
the O-ring in the retaining ring. Step 15 Insert the new fuel pump assembly into the tank. Step 16
Secure the fuel pump assembly by tapping the the retaining ring with a hammer and punch in a
clockwise fashion until tight. Step 17 Put the tank back on the jack, slide the jack under the
truck and lift the tank with the jack to just a few inches from the top. Step 18 Reconnect the
wires and fuel lines by pushing their individual connectors together with your hands. Step 19
Reconnect the fill hose to the back of the tank, and tighten the hose clamp with a screwdriver.
Step 20 Raise the tank to the top with the jack, and reinsert and screw in the holding straps with
a screwdriver. Step 21 Raise the rear of the truck with the jack, remove the jack stands and
lower the truck with the jack. Step 22 Refill the gas tank. Step 23 Reconnect the battery.
Reconnect the spare tire into the spare tire harness beneath the truck. References Aa1car:
Tutorial on Fuel Pumps. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of
these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To
Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. January edited July
in Chevrolet. Can someone guide me where to find it and if any other idea's what could be my
problem please let me know. August I am having problems with the fuel pump on my 97 Blazer. I
am not getting the whinning noise when turing the ignition on. I have checked the relays, they

are clicking, but not getting power to the fuel pump. I verified this by disconnecting the plug
form the fuel pump and checking the 12 line, I get nothing. This happened the other night also. I
was working on a problem I had with the trailer wiring, and I believe the problem came from
leaving the ignition on too long. Anyone have any ideas on what to check next??? I am
stumped. Thanks Dano. Put in a new fuse and relay and give it a try. You can switch relays with
the same in the underhood box and retry also. If when you put the key in and turn to run the
security light should go out after 5 sec - if its blinking you acivated passlock. September I didn't
hear the fuel pump come on when key is on so I assumed pump was shot. Replaced pump ,
relay, still no buzz from the pump. I don't have a fuel pressure guage, but at the port on the fuel
line right behind carb, if you press it in you should have fuel spurt out,right? Also, at the 4-pin
connector on the pump, I have 5 volts on purple wire, good ground on 2 black wires. What
should the gray wire do? Per the Haynes diagram for a typical V6 CPI the black is ground, the
purple is the sender unit to the gage, and gray is the hot from the relay. There are 2 parallel
paths for gray, 1 thru the fuel pump relay and 1 thru the oil pressure switch and both run thru
the ECM fuse. Check the fuses. Caution - your colors could be different - this was the typical
wiring diagram - best I have. Post back when you get it going so others know. H i i have a 92 s10
blazer and its a fuel problem. And now it will run for like 15 20 minuts and then it just shuts
down some where. Please anybody can you help me. Replace the fuel pump relay or switch with
one the same and see if its that. When it shuts off are you sure you have no fuel pressure?
Could be spark? Have to test. And when it dies I sprayed a little starting fluid and it ran just a
little off that you know fired off the stuff. Yea and where is the fuel pump relay switch I cant find
it for nothing. October Wow is it one of those two relays right on the firewall driver side? I'll
check them, but I have a chilton manuel and it says its behind the dash man i tore half my dash
out trying to find it. But ill check thoses two and the pressure. Thanks hope i figuer it out. I mite
be back. I have a chevy blazer K I just put in a new fuel pump and the pump won't run. I have
power all the way to the gas tank, could there be a bad ground somewhere? December When I
turn the ignition on the fuel pump runs continusly the engine runs fine when you start it but
when you turn it off the fuel pump runs for another five seconds then stops??? Believe it runs
for about 2 sec after the ign turned off by the relay but there is a secomdary path that runs off
the oil pressure switch which will power it until oil pressure drops believe to about 5 lbs - all is
OK. Fuel pump stopped working and I replaced it. New fuel pump worked for about 1 week and
then stopped again. If I crawl under the vehicle and unplug the 2 electrical connectors on the
fuel pump and plug them back in again it starts working for about a day. Any advice would help
before I drop the tank again. Fuel pump relay maybe failing. Connectors on the pump maybe
corroded. Ground maybe bad to pump. January Ok, so after reading all of these posts and
talking to my mechanic it sounds like I have the same problem with my 97 blazer. However, I'm a
young blonde woman and I often have difficulties with mechanics because they like to over
charge me. This time I'm doing my research. Can anyone give me a good estimate on what this
should cost to have the garage fix? They've already had the car for a day and barely looked at it
Thank you! Shop will use their local part brand and add some markup. They can give a full
quote once the repair is confirmed as the needed one. I've found the dealer is pretty good on
Blazer repairs cause they do the same ones all the time, have the scanners, and the tech
bulletins. I replaced my fuel pump again and this time the new fuel pump came with different pig
tail connectors. When changing out the new fuel that lasted only a week, I noticed that the
sending unit was loose on the fuel pump itself. Replaced the old pig tails with new ones and the
fuel pump itself, no problem so far. It's the fuel pump not the starter switch. Could be a more
expensive pump or high labor cost. They've already done the work though. What do I do? Car
repairs are expensive sometimes. However, this is something that I think we have all learned the
hard way. Ask for pump brand and price breakdown. Thanks everyone. Just a word of warning
to all of those replacing fuel pumps to definitely ask around to other places. So I have
determined that the fuel pump is not working. I have powered the test lead and still fuel pump
did not run. I dropped the tank and broken one fitting on the sending unit and also on the other
end of the tank where I could not see when dropping the tank I borke another little plastic fitting
thingamaboob. I can replace the sendingunit and fuel pump But know one understands what I
am asking for when I discribe the thingamaboob. Does anyone know what they call this
thingamaboob? Also I unpluged the fuel pump and vierifed that I was getting power at the pump
when the key was turned on. I also verified that I had a good ground So with all this I have to
say that the pump is bad I still need help I dentifiying the thingamaboob Thanks in advance. Go
online and look at some of the pics at sites like rockauto and gmpartsdirect for help on ID. I
have taken a look at thoses sites and not much luck I think it is called a Fuel Tank Vent Valve
April This has just started thought the fuel pump went out replaced complete pump and float
canister. Still didn't work checked fuses blown 20amp max fuse. Replaced fuse cranked right

up. Drove it about 15 miles blown fuse. If this was a Chevy Blazer I'd say look at the relay and
the wiring and connector to the pump. Relays go bad and connectors get loose and corroded.
Also check the ground wire probably pump to frame which means the engine to firewall strap on
a Blazer must be in place. I don't do Fords. May I know how it can be. I am a mechanic that quit
working because customers disrespected me simply because of the abuses they suffered from
other dishonest and or simply incompetent mechanics. Not everybody who can buy a wrench is
a mechanic, and that goes for those with computer programs that can print out fancy looking
mechanics licenses etc. Try this. Besides doing your homework always a good idea regardless
of fixing a car or a disease and getting a second opinion, try carrying a digital recorder and take
lots of 'notes' while you are at the mechanics place of business. Don't shove it in their faces, but
don't hide it either. Odds are good that they will suspect that you likely work for a bureau of
auto repairs California or some other agency. Can't hurt, eh? Modern Detroit engineering is a
validation of the old adage that cousins should not be allowed to marry Told her sorry, it was
trashed at the factory during design and manufacture. Who builds this cant find an angry word
that is bad enough. Everything you need to get to is under a bunch of other stuff, you need
fingers like needlenose plier and elbows like swivel socket adapters. Have disconnected gas
line from filter and from fuel input at engine - compressed air passes freely. Am about to install
an inline impulse pump to see if the vehicle will run on that. Advise lady to sell this so someone
that she really hates and has the punishment coming - and buy a Dodge 74 van. Fixable and
reliable even in the desert. Modern cars are trash - and their design lends validation to the
adage that cousins should not be allowed to marry - their mothers GM pump is designed to run
for 2 sec as the prime as pressure on 96 up should be tested at the fuel rsil port and be min
60psi, then drop lbs as the pump shuts off. Fast drops indicate a bad regulator or pump. So,
after the 2 sec prime note: then key off for 10 sec it will run again for 2 sec no gas at where?
What year? Let me know what you need. June My 98 chevy blazer was running fine. I drove it to
work and when i tried to start it to leave it would not start. It sounded like it was the fuel pump
was not pumping. I turned the key on to listen for the HUMM noise of the fuel pump and i
couldnt hear it. Not sure if this might help anyone but it sure helped me to get it back home. Still
probably need to replace the fuel pump but at least its not stuck at work. Correct, pump going
or bad connector on top of tank. My Blazer was running fine when I went to work a couple of
days ago. When I got in it after work it wouldn't start. I couldn't hear the fuel pump running so I
assumed it was the pump. I took the tank apart and got that same pump running for a day and
then it happened again. It rolls over but will not start. I put some primer in the air intake and and
it ran like that. I replaced it with a new pump and a new fuel filter and now have alot of fuel
pressure but it still won't start. I am getting fuel pressure up to the engine at the pressure check
valve area. I have tried everything I can think and now I am lost as to what to try next. Does
anyone have any suggestions? My Blazer started but I'm not sure for how long it will run. Last
time I got it running for only about 24 hrs by replacing the connector that accepts the clips from
the outside and the inside of the tank. This time I installed new wires black and gray inside the
tank, from pump to the connector that sits beside the fuel lines and I am using the same pump
that the Blazer first broke down with. I still don't quite trust it for long distance driving because
I'm afraid of getting stuck out in the middle of nowhere. I live in the sticks in the far Canadian
North. Hard to find parts up here so I always have to trouble-shoot every problem before buying
expensive parts. I hope it stays running from now on. By the way, is anyone reading this? I have
noticed lately, my blazer seems like its starving for fuel. Or when I go up a hill, I cant even keep
up with the speed limit! I changed fuel pump in tank 2 months ago. I changed fuel filter a month
ago. When I fill up the tank completely, then it seems to do ok, sometimes. Is there another fuel
pump besides the one in the tank that may be going bad? Any help would be wonderful!
Something that specific may be a dealer only item. Their books or computer screen should
show the part. A new fuel pump is in your future. This is a very common method of getting an
intermittent fuel pump off it's butt and get you back home. A night before i set on a journey from
Switzerland to Germany my car show yellow warning light which warn about fuel, power etc the
symbol look like a videocamera diagram. After about 3 hour drive the car stop to accellerate. I
listern to the fuel pum sound it sound fine but road patrol said the fuel dont run to injector. You
said the pump was replaced I think you have a 4 door Blazer pump installed in your 2 door
Blazer. Ain't the same The 2 door has a module the white thing on top where the hoses connect
with a sticker marked SGK which is correct for a 2 door 19 gallon tank A 4 door has a module
marked TCH 18 gallon tank. A 2 door tank is mounted between the back frame rails A 4 door
tank is mounted on the drivers side to make room for the spare tire. If someone sold you a
pump that is supposed to fit both November You such a great help. I have ordered a new fuel
pumpfollowing your advice.. God Bless you. Plsdo you know where i can buy a good repair
manual? I have a 98 Blazer I bought a few months ago I have been getting very frusterated

trying to figure out this problem. The truck feels like I'm towing a trailer all the time, however the
odd time it seems to lighten up. All the bumps on the road are very hard, very rough ride and
when I go over bumps it bounces all over. Now when I put it in 4WD and hit the gas, I hear a
cluck from the front left wheel. But louder and harder. I feel like these problems are all related to
the same thing, but I can't find it. I've checked if any of the brakes are draging there all good. It
possibly needs an alignment. If anyone can help, please do before I sell this thing! Thanks
Keith. I just came across this old message you left for a guy who had replaced his fuel pump.
Ive been having problems with this for truck for months now. I would be driving down the street
and the car would just stall. No warning it just cuts off. A mechanic replaced the modulator.
Think thats what its called It ran fine for about a week and a half. Then it started again. Only now
its stalling all the time. I couldnt make it down the street without it stalling 3 or 4 times. The fuel
pump would come on and stay on. It hums the entire time the car is on. Ive smelled fumes also.
Now the truck doesnt start at all. It will turn over but wont start. Like it cant get gas. Had
mechanic replace pump about year ago. Could it be the fuel pump or something else????
Thanks in advance! Dont know if ur still trying to find out about that fuel pump but u can go on
ebay motors. They have the two door listed as MU EM. Hope that was helpful if you still need the
info. The fuel pressure regulator on the 4. The manifold has to be taken up to be replaced. Sign
In or Register to comment. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 3 - 8. Only 9 left
in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard
to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Parts Galaxy. Sold by. Include Add a Protection
Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered
after manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all
included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by
SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished
products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for mechanical
breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's warranty expires. Fully transferable if bought as a
gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To cancel, visit
"Your Orders" on Amazon. Visit the Parts Galaxy Store. About this item This fits your.
Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped
from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Parts Galaxy. Ships
from and sold by Amazon. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More to consider from our brands. Compare with similar
items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? What other items do customers buy after viewing this
item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer
images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a
problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Parts Express shipped replacement
without questioning. Verified Purchase. Your browser does not support HTML5 video. I was a
little nervous buying a cheap fuel pump when the old one went bad on my GMC Jimmy. It's a big
job to drop the fuel tank and replace the fuel pump, so you only want to do it once. I did this at
home in my driveway and it took most of a day. Doable if you are handy and will save you a ton.
When finished, I primed by turning the key to accessory and listened for the new pump to run,
doing this about 4 or 5 times. Then the Jimmy started right up! No problems and that was 2
months ago. But wait! Drive a vehicle that's only 10 years younger than me. Needless to say we
used her AAA gold to tow me the 30 miles home. Had the tow truck drop the blazer off at my
mechanics that night and waited until next morning to call. I said you're effin dreamin. Needless
to say I found this pump on amazon for a fraction of the price and installed it for another
fraction of something else. This pump works. It gets gas to the motor. Also included in this
pump is a fuel sensor that connects to the fuel gauge on your dashboard. I have noticed that
this gauge is not always accurate. Don't trust it!!! I have never been able to start it up. I have
usually ended up dumping some more gas in or pushing it to a "level" spot. So what am I
saying? I was in a pinch. I needed a pump. But if you're like me and you need a quick fix for
cheap, this could be for you. We installed the fuel pump into a Chevy Tahoe. Everything should
be fine, right. Wires on the fuel pump were installed into the plug in the wrong order. Luckily, we
are persistent and after a LOT of testing, we rewired it correctly and got it to work. With that
being said, it was a great value for what we got. Once we fixed it, it has worked great. No

complaints. Just know that you might be getting exactly what you paid for. Liked that it was
really cheap in price comparison, it's a after market replacement pump meant to replace factory
fuel pump, the issue have is after about a month the fuel gage fluctuates because the electronic
float is rated for different oms causing the fuel gage to read inaccurate. The pump itself works
minus this one flaw. Upset that's it's out of warranty. One person found this helpful. Installed in
my Not normally one to write reviews. Installed in my Blazer. As of the first day of install Jan 1
the blazer starts easier and the fuel gauge is working. I will provide updates through this year.
Update: June 27, Fuel Gauge still works perfectly. Fuel Pump has been solid. Had the pump
installed, would not power on. The original pump only put out 8lbs of pressure but would power
on when reinstalled. Sending pump back to Amazon as it was dead on arrival. Luckily, repair
shop is not charging me to drop the tank and replace the pump a second time. Bought the fuel
pump put the fuel pump in July. Definitely dont recommend this product to buy. Not only am I
out of the time having to install the item which was not easy. But now have to do it all over
again. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. As of 3 days the pump is still working
although I have not yet run a tank of gas thru it yet. It showed up 3 days late,and the fuel gauge
is not accurate. At 14 months the pump has failed,stay away from this product! Most factory fuel
pumps have a lifespan of about 7 to 15 years,the pump this one replaced was 14 years old. If
you cannot get 3 to 5 years out of a aftermarket pump,it's garbage!! Report abuse. Installation
was easy and the product worked as described. One thing I had to do which seemed odd was
jumper out the fuel pump relay to get it to prime for the first time. After that it primed at ignition
on engine off as it should. I don't hold that against the pump it probably was my relay but I
thought I'd pass it on in case anyone has a no start after installation. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: fuel pump modules , pump fuel , s10 chevy , '98 chevy
parts , fuel pump assembly , Chevrolet Fuel Sending Unit. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
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Previous page. Next page. More to consider from our brands. Compare with similar items.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Would you like to tell us about a lower price?
Product Description. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? See questions
and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers
things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also
analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem

filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Color: EM Verified Purchase. I bought this
pump as a replacement for a GMC Sierra with a 4. I honestly was suspicious because of just
how cheap this was. For those wondering, taking my truck to a shop to replace this would have
been just shy of a thousand dollars in repair costs, with the pump alone running between and
bucks. Replacing it wasn't easy, but it wasn't difficult either. With an impact wrench, a breaker
bar, a 19mm socket, and a philips screwdriver, you can replace your fuel pump. I had to remove
the pickup bed Which isn't actually that hard. It's just eight 19mm bolts underneath in fairly
easy-to-reach locations to get to it. Once that was done, a steel locking collar has to have a
plastic retaining clip depressed before you can spin it free This required a hammer and chisel to
get it to twist, as it was stuck on there something good. Note, you'll likely have to hammer the
locking collar back on as well, as twisting it by hand is nearly impossible due to the rubber seal
sleeve on the top of the pump Once the collar was undone, I had to disconnect the fuel lines
There's a youtube video on how to do this as each one is different to prevent mixing them up
and pull the old pump. It's hollow so be aware that you're going to have gas slop on you. Don't
be smoking or doing anything with a flame or spark at this stage. The new pump was a direct fit
and, in fact, almost a direct visual match to the old one. Also, be aware you'll have to do some
minor electrical modification to one of your wiring harnesses. My truck is Canadian-build so the
wiring diagram wasn't exactly correct, but with three of the four wires the correct color,
process-of-elimination was a good way to go. Once that's done, twisting the key back and forth
five times rapidly will prime the system, and you should be good to go. I was. The pump is
working two weeks later, and I don't expect it to have any issues. If it does, I'll both update this
review and contact the manufacturer, but I don't foresee any issues from it. Its quiet, functional,
and has no problems providing fuel to the engine. I will update this review if it fails. Edit: 8
months in still good. Edit: 3yrs later no issues: It has earned its money and this will be the last
update. This pump is good and I do feel like you are getting a good value for your money. I am
always mixed about buying from companies that are not name-brand, as sometimes contacting
the company can be difficult. Keep that in mind before ordering. That being said I did have a
problem with mine. Going down the road, my truck died with no fuel pressure, leaving me
stranded for 6 hours. After a few days, I went to drop the fuel tank down again Side Note: I have
a S10 Blazer, and you can replace the pump just by disconnecting one of the bands on the fuel
tank and loosening the other to lean the tank down. Gives plenty of room in the back to change ,
and when I pulled the fuel pump out, the fuel line was completely disconnected. Let me tell you
It is infuriating to know that the reason I was stranded in degree Texas heat for 6 hours is
because of a hose that popped off on a brand new pump. I didn't see much else about this, so I
just slapped some JB on the metal fitting, stuck it in its housing and let it cure. Unless I have
the worst luck on the planet, it is never coming out again. Hopefully this wont happen to you on
your drive. Besides that, good solid pump and good value,and I would purchase again if need
be. Hopefully it lasts a long time. Chacon on August 20, Images in this review. Installed it on a
99 Chevy Blazer. Since I was doing this by myself and a total novice, I didn't want to mess with
dropping the fuel tank. So I saw a guy on Youtube that cut a hole in the back of his Blazer,
which made it much easier. So being very cautious, I did the same. My cut was a little off center,
but I was still able to get to the fuel pump. Had a hard time getting the old, rusted ring off. But
once it came off, getting to the fuel pump was easy. The new one went in ok, and they even
supply a new wiring harness, because the old GM ones were prone to screwing up over time.
The new ring I also bought was a "B" to get back on, but persistence and determination won out
and I got it back on. It's been about a week now and all seems to be going well. Don't hear that
loud whining sound coming from the fuel pump anymore. Time will tell if this was all worth it.
My mechanic had this fuel pump in within 30 minutes. No problems whatsoever. I have to give
this item a 5 star review and hope that it holds. The price seems scary super cheap but the first
week is a dream come true. No more manually squirting gas into my intake every morning. I can
now see how much gas I have instead of watching my mileage meter and refilling after miles.
Installed on June 6th, Update: Almost 2 years in and everything is running fine! Bought this fuel
pump 3 months ago. Installed it yesterday. My pump was fine but my gas gauge didnt work.
After installing this pump my gas gauge worked but it did not supply fuel to the engine. Pulled it
back out and powered the pump, the pump is falty but the waranty only covers workmanship
and not the pump from what i read. Its cheap and was worth a gamble. Not sure how many more
of these i will but. Theres a lot of reviews on here that are bad but i installed this same pump im
my cousins truck and it lasted s year so they are not all bad. This is the first one to fail like this
out of 5 pumps that i have installed. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate
all reviews to English. Report abuse Translate review to English. All good works great and
showed up early. Report abuse. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: fuel
pump replacement , pump fuel , '98 chevy parts. There's a problem loading this menu right now.

Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
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Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life. For more information go to DriveMotive fuel pumps deliver the right
amount of fuel for all loads and speeds. Built to last and engineered for clean, consistent flow,
DriveMotive fuel pumps are ready to restore smooth performance and superior efficiency to
your en Made in some of the industry's most sophisticated facilities and backed by years of OE
expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel pumps are guaranteed to deliver outstanding pump
ability and generate excellent pressure using less elec Great fit, efficient performance, and
robust style are the defining characteristics of Airtex's original equipment equivalent fuel pump.
This replacement item is thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part.
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rand name for your intake system's fuel pump, trust Airtex. Dec 14, Blazers runs better then
ever with the new pump. Thedude Thedude Purchased on Nov 30, Sep 28, Very satisfied. Happy
with the delivery time and the fuel pump. I'm back on the road. Lori Sidwell. Purchased on Sep
08, Jun 19, Works great. Darin Fritz. Purchased on May 29, Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM. Automotive
professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair instructions and recommended
safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a thorough diagnosis to
ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check whether the problem is
fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
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